We believe in the importance of Natural Resource Education and would like you to learn:

- How geologic process have created aggregate resources.
- Key environmental and operational practices that make mining safe and environmentally responsible.
- How products produced at aggregate mines impact your local economy and lifestyle.

Call Steve Trussell with ARPA at (602) 271-0346 to arrange a tour.
THE ARIZONA ROCK PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION AND ITS MEMBERS INVITE COMMUNITY LEADERS, RESIDENTS, AND COMMUNITY GROUPS TO TOUR A LOCAL SAND AND GRAVEL MINING OPERATION

We believe in the importance of Natural Resource Education and would like you to understand:

- Key environmental and operational practices that make mining safe and environmentally responsible.
- The ways we continually adjust and change our operations to be good neighbors.
- Why our products are vital to maintaining a healthy economy and vibrant community.

Call Steve Trussell with ARPA at (602) 271-0346 to arrange a tour.